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OpeMed
Leading manufacturers and suppliers of equipment
for patient transfer and care
We are experts in innovative solutions to transfer, position,

Our many years’ experience has positioned us as a market

change, shower and bathe people with specific needs. We

leader in many countries. We are more than just experts

enable carers to concentrate on the all-important personal care

in safe, comfortable and eﬃcient transfer systems. Our

by providing space saving equipment that saves time, reduces

expertise means we can offer bespoke design solutions

risk of injury, increases eﬃciency and comfort.

and manufacture fit-for-purpose equipment at our

OpeMed equipment is commissioned worldwide by
occupational therapists, architects, contractors and end-users.

factories in the UK and Netherlands, ensuring we are at
the leading edge of new ideas and technologies.

Our equipment is installed in hospitals, long-term care homes,

Our product specialists have in-depth knowledge to specify

schools, leisure centres, public buildings and in domestic

equipment which saves valuable time and cost for our

environments.

clients worldwide.

Wherever our equipment is installed, we bring specialist advice,

Our professional advice from the room-layout through to

a speedy service and care and attention before, during and after

the installation, aftercare and training is what sets us apart

installation to ensure the best possible solution for all patient

from other suppliers. As no two buildings are the same,

handling needs.

OpeMed focuses on the design of bespoke solutions
which meet individual needs, rather than off-the-shelf
equipment which can never provide the personal touch.

At OpeMed we work with a range of different
clients with a variety of needs. No matter what
the challenge or situation, our whole team is
passionate about patient handling and finding
the right solutions for carers and our users.

When you work with OpeMed, you can be sure of attention
to detail, fast, eﬃcient and personalised customer service,
and products which are high quality, innovative and
individually tested to the latest international standards.

Nick Kent, Managing Director

OpeMed in the Community
Providing publicly available Changing Places

OpeMed Worldwide
OpeMed work throughout Europe, Asia, the Middle East

in locations such as museums, universities,

and Australasia, providing solutions for hospitals, long-term

airports and shopping centres offers a vital

care, rehab centres and home care.

Recommended heights for fittings

Architects:
Design guidance and advice

life-line to carers and those with disabilities.
OpeMed is an oﬃcial co-sponsor of the
Changing Places:
Changing Places Campaign. Working under

Bespoke solutions and problem solving
CAD drawings

the brand Aveso, OpeMed manufactures equipment and offers

We can oﬀer

technical expertise for builders and architects to ensure these

Clients and Users:

the practical guide

CPD seminars
Occupational Therapists and

Contractors:

vital facilities are available for everyone, offering the disabled

One stop shop for transfer equipment

community confidence to travel and visit new areas of interest.

No obligation product demonstrations

Widest range of equipment on market

Technical details and drawings

Innovative designs

Experienced product consultants

Cost saving direct from the manufacturer

After sales support

In-depth knowledge

Pre-Installation advice and guidance

Changing Places Consortium

Case Managers:

Site survey and assessments

Turnkey product provider
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WHERE WE INSTALL
Hospitals
OpeMed equipment is used for physiotherapy or

Universities
Disabled students are increasingly living in university

occupational therapy, bariatric, general wards and

halls of residence. OpeMed are experienced at ensuring

accessible bathrooms.

accommodation and changing rooms are fully equipped
to cover long and short-term needs.

Nursing Homes and Hospices
In bedrooms, bathrooms and the living areas our
equipment saves time, reduces the risk of injury and
creates space.

Leisure Centres
The OpeMed pool hoists, hydrotherapy slings and
changing room equipment are an ideal solution for
transfer in and around the swimming pool
and changing areas.

Rehabilitation Centres
For hydrotherapy, physiotherapy, gait training or
occupational therapy OpeMed’s ceiling hoists and
showering equipment allows for eﬃcient and focused

Transport & Public Buildings
OpeMed specialise in the design and installation of
disabled changing rooms according to BS8300 and are
proud sponsors of the Changing Places campaign.

treatment.
Homecare

Changing Places

OpeMed are the experts in the design and installation of

As the co-sponsor, OpeMed provide Changing Places

solutions for children and adults of any age. Throughout

surveys, equipment and installation for any facility.

the bedroom, bathroom and living areas our equipment
is thoughtful in design, discreet and practical.
Schools
Our range of specialist hoisting, changing and showering
equipment is ideal for support in classrooms, hygiene
rooms and assisted bathrooms.
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Riding Schools
OpeMed provide RDA assistive hoist equipment for
hoisting to and from the horses, suitable also for
stables with high ceilings.
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BATHROOMS

Example floor plan

Independence and safe mobility are important
considerations when planning the layout and equipment
needs for a bathroom. Whatever the size, shape or
requirements, OpeMed has a range of equipment to
choose from:
Ceiling Hoists
The OT200 Compact Ceiling Hoist with its unique gravity
charging system is the ideal solution for transfer. With a
range of spreader bars, the OT200 is quiet, easy to use and
enables users to traverse with dignity while reducing the risk
of injuries to the carer.
Assisted Bathing
Our range of height adjustable baths, with or without inbuilt
changing tables, are sought after for the satisfying and
therapeutic bathing experience they provide. They are
available fixed or free standing, and with height adjustable
features.
Changing Tables
Our height adjustable changing tables allow the user to set
the correct and safe working height for the surface. With the
ability to move the changing table to the correct working
height, front line back injuries are reduced and working
ergonomics improved.
Washbasins
Our multifunctional height adjustable washbasins suits users
with special and progressively changing needs. The subtle
hand control contribute to user independence and the
updated styling looks great in any environment.
Shower Trolleys
We offer a range of shower trolleys designed to slide
over surfaces (such as mattresses) as well as to consider
restrictions such as space, all with the aim of reducing the
risk of injury to the carer and the safety of the user.
Assisted Toilets
Our range of assisted toilets help provide independence
in the bathroom. Combining the convenience of a warm
water wash with warm air-dryers alongside other enhancing
features, these toilets are easy to operate and touch-free.
Image courtesy of Wyvern Architects – Devizes Ltd
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BEDROOM
AND BEYOND

TRANSFER
SOLUTIONS

Comfort and design are important aspects
of any bedroom while access to the rest
of the house or building brings greater
independence.

Hospitals and Therapy Centres
OpeMed offers a range of hoists and slings to
help facilitate physiotherapy, rehabilitation or
for general transfer from the bed to bathroom.
Used in a variety of locations, our solutions are
designed to bring comfort and ease of use to
users and carers alike.

Ceiling hoist – The OT200 Compact Ceiling Hoist is the
smallest professionally used ceiling hoist on the market.
Offering a smooth and quiet transfer, the OT200 has a
unique gravity charging system and no lights at night,

For patient transfer our OT200 Ceiling Hoist brings a full room

making it an easy choice for the bedroom environment.

solution with a covering XY system which saves time, reduces

The ceiling hoist tracking is made up of many modular

the risk of injury, provides improved positioning, frees up

units and can be easily installed bespoke to the

space and reduces the number of transfers.

environment. We provide easy room-to-room transfer
with an intelligent magnetic gate system ideal for transfer

For gait training the OpeMed OT200 Ceiling Hoist in

from the bedroom to en-suite bathrooms.

combination with our Walking Harness is the ideal tool for a
Physiotherapy Ward. The hoist can be “walked” by the patient

Through Floor Lift – Our through floor lifts fit into any

as part of rehabilitation and when extra support is required

home and bring freedom of movement throughout the

the hoist can be driven along the track to aid training.

whole house. Home wheelchair lifts can be located in any
downstairs room and move up through an aperture in the

Our walking harness comes with adjustable straps to ensure

ceiling to the room above.

optimum support and prevents a “drop” if the patient falls by
ensuring there is always tension.

Our lift range meets most home and lifestyle needs. We
can cater for larger or smaller loads as well as open hatch

For spa and pool areas, we have a range of hoisting solutions

or enclosed loading areas. We also aim to cater for the

to provide seamless transition from changing facilities to

height required by the user (up to around 6 metres).

water, allowing users a therapeutic and dignified experience
from start to finish.

Example floor plan

Changing Facilities and Public
Amenities
Our range of essential equipment is ideal for Changing
Facilities and Public Amenities. OpeMed provide a complete
solution of Ceiling Hoists, Changing tables, Support Arms,
Grab Rails, Privacy Screens, Toilets and other ancillary items.
This equipment is designed to accommodate a variety of
users with a range of needs, providing dignity to users and
support to carers.
Our solutions are available with design advice and expert
consultations devised to make installing a Changing Facility or
Public Amenity an easy process.
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OUR PRODUCTS

Ceiling Hoists

Mobile Hoists

ROOM LAYOUT EXAMPLES

Assisted Bathing
Bedroom to en-suite

Changing Tables

Washbasins

Shower Trolleys

Therapy to assisted bathroom

Shower Chairs

Assisted bathroom

Through Floor

Slings

Assisted Toilets

Bariatric Range

Pool Hoists

Lifts
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Changing room to swimming pool

Hospital ward

OpeMed (Europe) Ltd
Clockhouse, Dogflud Way,
Farnham, Surrey,
GU9 7UD United Kingdom

Committed to

T: +44 (0)1252 758858
F: +44 870 161 9681
E: info@Opemed.net
W: www.Opemed.net

